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Type Project/ 
Programme 

Size Title Description Department/Sector Page 
No. 

ML project to classify 
death notices from 
RIP.ie 

 Small CSO Rip.ie project The Goals of the wider RIP project were: 

 The production of timely mortality statistics. 

 Allowing for the observation of the important mortality 
trends during the COVID pandemic. 

 

Central Statistics 
Office 

1 

 

Effort / Project Size in Days 

0 – 250 Small  

250 – 500 Medium  

500 – 1000 Large  

>1000 Very Large  
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CSO Rip.ie ………  

Point of Contact:  Conor Crowley   

Contact No:    

E-mail:   methodology@cso.ie   

Department/Sector/Organisation: Central Statistics Office 

Project Title: Impact of COVID on Mortality Rates through the use of RIP.ie Data 

Project Type:     
(IT/Policy/Procurement etc.)  IT/Analysis   

Project Duration: (DD or MM)    

Project Effort in Days: 
(0-250 | 250-500 | 500–1000 |>1000) 0-250 

Project Team Size:  (FTE)   Internal: 12 

External 

Project Staff: (e.g. IT etc.) 
(Internal/external split e.g. 40/60)    

 RIP Automation Effort 
o Development – 1 Stat 

 Wider RIP.ie Project 
o Design &  Analysis – 1 Stat & 1 HEO 
o Manual Notice Coding – 1 Stat & 8 Cleric Officers / Tourist Enumerators 

 

 

Project Stakeholders:        Internal  

       Public Service/Civil Service Wide 

             External (public etc.) 

   

  

mailto:methodology@cso.ie
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What was the driver for the project and categorisation used: 

  
FTE Reduction  Cost Savings   Quality Assurance 

Risk Reduction                     Customer Satisfaction 

  

If other, please specify: 

 

 

Project Objectives:  

The Goals of the wider RIP project were: 

 The production of timely mortality statistics. 

 Allowing for the observation of the important mortality trends during the COVID 
pandemic. 

The automation  development project sought to: 

 Use web scraping to improve the variety, quality and ease of collecting death 
notices from RIP.ie 

 Use machine learning to automate the process of filtering out overseas/ Northern 
Irish deaths and classifying notices by gender and place of death 

 

Outcomes/Benefits:  

 
A completely automated set of scrips which collect and classify notices from RIP.ie to automatically 
code death notices. This allowed 8 FTEs to be returned to their primary duties thus avoiding 
backlogs in those areas. 
 
Allowing for timely and regular mortality data to be produced for the first time. 
 
 
 

 

Brief Description of the AI/ML technologies, languages used (e.g. Neural 

Networks, Logistic Regression, NLP, R, Python etc.) 

 
Logistic regression models implemented using GLMnet in R 
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Brief Description of the work required to prepare or clean data. Did the 

project use labelled or unlabelled data? How was the integrity of the data 

assessed? 

 
Data cleaning of the notices was relatively basic with the removal of 
punctuation, cases and stopwords. 
 
 

 

Brief Description of the steps taken to ensure there is no bias in the solution 

if applicable. 

 
It was attempted to remedy bias by using additional relevant data in the 
models to better inform the classifications. For example, in cases where the 
death notice was inconclusive in assigning gender a secondary model was 
developed which classified exclusively based on the name of the person. 
Identifying notices which belong to deaths which happened to Irish people 
living abroad was essential to the statistics being accurate and the lag time 
between the death occurring and the notice being posted is very useful in 
identifying these overseas deaths. 
 
 
 

 

Brief Description of whether the solution is hosted in-house on own servers 

or in the cloud. 

 
The solution is entirely locally hosted. 
 
 

 

Brief Description of the project management methodologies used for the 

project (e.g. CRISP-DM, PMBOK, agile, waterfall etc.): 
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Given the solitary size of the development team there was no need for elaborate PM 
methodologies. The project was structured as a series of sprints with an initial proof of 
concept stage focused on ML design, a broader development stage tying in the web 
scraping and a final integration and hand off phase which embedded the solution in the 
business area. 

 

Were any additional standards/frameworks/policies/procedures developed 

or used as part of the project that could be re-used or shared e.g. change 

management?  If so, please specify which ones of these were used: 

A structural element of the project I found useful was after the proof of concept stage of ML 
development, presenting a series of viable paths forward to decision makers. It was a small 
procedural element but one I think was useful in communicating capabilities and limitations 

 

Lessons Learned:  

 Organisationally the project was unusual for the CSO and I think the project illustrated 
the value of small lightweight teams drawn from a few different area each providing 
the expertise. With experience in vital statistics joining social data collection and 
methodology. 

 The project served as great example of the role that ML can play in production task and 
hopefully it will be used more frequently in the future. 

 The previously mentioned “next steps” evaluation after the proof of concept stage is a 
useful technique which I expect to reuse in the future. 

  


